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1. Problem and Motivation

Data exchange is the problem of transforming data structured according to a source schema into data that conforms to a target schema, usually created independently of the source schema, with constraints of its own. Data exchange is ubiquitous: in general, different entities may store similar data in different formats, thus the ability of restructuring data from one format to another is invaluable in allowing effective use of each other’s information. The behavior of a data exchange system is largely governed by the specification of schema mappings. A schema mapping is a high-level declarative specification of how data structured under a source schema is to be converted into data structured under a target schema. A schema mapping based exchange system [5,10] compiles a schema mapping into queries (e.g., SQL, XSLT or XQuery) or other type of executable code. These executables are applied to a given source instance in order to generate a target instance that satisfies the schema mapping.

Schema mappings have several advantages over “lower-level” languages such as XSLT or executable code. They are higher-level programming constructs that specify an exchange at a logical level, hiding the implementation details at the physical level, thus allowing for optimizations. Furthermore, they are easier to manipulate and understand. In fact, schema mappings serve a similar goal as model management [4], where the aim is to reduce programming effort by manipulating higher-level abstractions, called models and mappings between models.

Valuable programming effort needed to implement the desired exchange could be saved if the schema mapping is accurately specified to reflect the user’s intention. To date, developmental support for programming schema mappings is still lacking. In particular, a tool for debugging data exchange at the level of schema mappings has not yet been developed, to the best of our knowledge. Our work can be seen as an effort towards developmental support for programming with the language of schema mappings.

The need for debugging support for schema mappings arises for several other reasons. First, schema mappings in data exchange systems are often generated by schema matching tools [13]. Anecdotal evidence shows that while the generated mappings are often close to a user’s intention, they likely need to be further refined before accurately reflecting the user’s intention. Second, the schema mappings, whether they are known or generated through schema matching tools, can often be large and therefore difficult to debug or understand. Finally, a debugging tool provides a facility for users to understand their specification through “trial-and-error”. Therefore, a facility that would allow a user to understand the schema mappings by browsing through and probing the data at hand will be extremely useful for enhancing the user’s understanding of the specification of the system.

We propose a data-driven method for understanding and debugging schema mappings by visualizing routes for some data in the source or target. A route essentially illustrates the relationship between some source and target data with the schema mapping. A route is informative in that it shows the source data, the source and target schema elements, as well as the intermediate data in the target instance that led to the target data. It has a logical semantics, independent of the underlying procedures used to implement the exchange. Hence, our method is non-intrusive: it can be easily deployed on any data exchange system based on a similar schema mappings formalism as the one considered in this paper, without referring to the underlying execution engine.

Roadmap We discuss preliminaries and illustrate our approach through examples in Section 2. Section 3 discusses two complete, polynomial time algorithms for computing routes. In Section 4 we present results of an empirical evaluation of the feasibility of our algorithms and conclude with an overview of our contributions.

2. Background and Related Work

The specification of a data exchange is given by a schema mapping \( M=(S,T,D) \) where \( S \) is the source schema, \( T \) is the target schema and \( D \) is a set of dependencies specifying the relationships between the two schemas, as well as constraints on the target schema. The language of schema mappings we consider is widely adopted in research on data exchange and integration [11,12] and it is based on the formalism of tuple generating dependencies and equality generating dependencies [1].

Figure 1A shows a schema mapping where the source schema Manhattan-Credit and the target schema Fargo-Finance are relational. The specification of the exchange is described by the source-to-target dependencies (s-t dependencies) \( d1 \) and \( d2 \) and the target dependency \( d3 \). In this example, the objective is to migrate every card holder and dependent of Manhattan Credit as a client of Fargo Finance. According to \( d1 \), for each CardHolders tuple of Manhattan Credit (refer to the left-hand side of \( d1 \)), there must exist Clients and Accounts tuples in Fargo Finance with corresponding social security number, name and account number values (right-
hand side of $d_1$). Similarly, $d_2$ specifies that for each Dependents tuple in the source, there must be a Clients tuple in the target with the same social security number and name. In addition to $d_1$ and $d_2$, the schema mapping includes a target dependency $d_3$ that the exchanged target instance must satisfy. This constraint specifies that for every Clients tuple, there must be an Accounts tuple with the same account number. In addition to $d_1$ and $d_2$, the schema mapping includes a target dependency $d_3$ that the exchanged target instance must satisfy. This constraint specifies that for every Clients tuple, there must be an Accounts tuple with the same account number. (Note the source constraint $f$ which specifies that each dependent must have a corresponding card holder with the same card number. Source constraints are not part of the schema mapping, as we assume that the instance of the source that is being exchanged already satisfies all its constraints.) The $s$-dependencies are also illustrated as arrows in the figure. Mapping based exchange systems such as Clio [10] and HePToX [5] generate the arrows in Figure 1A semi-automatically (based on user input), interpret the arrows into dependencies and compile the resulting schema mapping into queries in order to execute the exchange.

Figure 1B illustrates an instance $I$ of the source schema, together with a target instance $J$ that is a solution for $I$ under the schema mapping $M$. We say that $J$ is a solution for $I$ under $M$ if $J$ is a finite target instance such that $I$ together with $J$ satisfy all dependencies in $D$. Note that the instance $J$ may contain "unknown" or null values created during the exchange (e.g., $A_2$, $L_1$, $L_2$, $L_3$). The schema mapping allows for incomplete specification in general, hence it might not contain information concerning the creation of certain required elements in the target (e.g., the creditLine value of Accounts tuples is left unspecified in $d_1$). Consequently, such values are automatically generated.

**Debugging Scenarios**

We illustrate our approach through a few debugging scenarios. Suppose Mary, a banking specialist, is interested to debug the schema mapping in Figure 1A. We expect that in most cases, Mary would provide her own (small) test data for the source. The underlying data exchange system is used to exchange the source data under $M$ and obtain a target instance that is a solution for the source test data under $M$. In our example, we assume Mary uses the source instance $I$ and the target instance $J$ from Figure 1B.

**Scenario 1**

While browsing through $J$, Mary discovers that the creditLine value of the tuple $t_1$ in Accounts contains a null $L_1$. Knowing that Manhattan Credit would not allow accounts with no pre-assigned credit limit value, she probes $t_1$. Our debugger shows a route from the source that is a witness for $t_1$ in the target, schematically depicted in Figure 1C. The route consists of the source tuple $s_1$ in CardHolders, the dependency $d_1$, as well as an assignment $h: [c\rightarrow 123, l\rightarrow 15K, s\rightarrow ID1, n\rightarrow Alice, L\rightarrow L1]$ of variables of $d_1$. (The assignment $h$ is not shown in the figure.) Under this assignment, the right-hand side of $d_1$ is the tuples $t_1$ and $t_4$ in Figure 1B. Hence, $d_1$ witnesses the presence of $t_1$ with $s_1$ and $h$. With this route, Alice discovers that the limit of Alice’s card (i.e., the value “$15K” ) was not copied over by the dependency. Indeed, Figure 1 shows that there is no arrow between any schema element of CardHolders and creditLine of Accounts. Mary therefore corrects $d_1$ to $d_1'$ in Figure 1C, which adds the missing correspondence between limit of CardHolders and creditLine of Accounts. In this scenario, our debugger has helped Alice discover an incomplete association between source and target schema elements.

**Scenario 2**

Further browsing through the target instance, Mary sees that the accNo of the account of a customer identified by ID2 is unspecified (the null $A_2$ of tuple $t_2$). Mary probes $t_2$ and the our debugger shows the route with two steps depicted in Figure 1D. This route demonstrates that $t_2$ was created through the target dependency $d_3$ with the tuple $t_4$. Furthermore, $t_5$ was created through $d_2$ with the source tuple $s_3$. With this information, Mary discovers that $d_2$ is in fact missing an association with the source relation CardHolders. Indeed, every dependent card holder must have a sponsoring card holder in CardHolders and they share the same credit limit. Furthermore, the target now includes an Accounts relation that is used to hold the account number and ssn of the dependent card holder, as well as the credit limit of the sponsoring card holder. Mary may correct $d_2$ to obtain $d_2'$ as in Figure 1D, or she may...
choose to remove $d_2$ completely if dependent card holders of Manhattan Credit are not automatically customers of Fargo Finance.

Various other types of errors that may arise in a schema mapping specification are identified in [6]. Several remarks are in order now. First, debugging a schema mapping is not solely a matter of identifying the target schema elements that are left unmapped from the source, as shown in Scenario 2. Second, there are situations in which a computed route may not reveal any problems with the schema mapping. Hence, the user may need the knowledge of other alternative routes or all routes (for the same selected data). It is conceivable, for example, that the tuple $t_2$ contains sensitive information and in this situation, the knowledge of all routes for $t_2$ would be crucial for the purpose of identifying dependencies that export sensitive information. The knowledge of all routes is also valuable in scenarios where data from multiple, highly overlapping sources is exchanged into a single target. We believe that in general however, it is valuable to incorporate both features in a debugger. In some cases, the user may be satisfied with one route. However, it is also useful to be able to determine all routes whenever desired. Third, in our debugging scenarios, we have only illustrated the use of routes for understanding the schema mapping through anomalous tuples. However, routes for correct tuples are also useful for understanding the behavior of the schema mapping in general.

### Related Work

A framework for understanding and refining schema mappings in Clio is proposed in [19]. The main focus of [19] is the selection of a good source and target instance that is illustrative for the behavior of a schema mapping, where the source and target are relational and there are no explicit target dependencies. Our debugger differs from [19] in that: (1) Our debugger works for relational or XML schema mappings, and explicitly considers target dependencies. (2) We allow a user to create and use any source instance that she thinks is representative for debugging, and this is similar to creating test cases for testing the correctness of a program during a software development cycle. The approach of [19] is intended to assist in creating an initial schema mapping “from scratch” and it is thus complementary to our debugger, which allows for debugging or refining an existing schema mapping.

Incorporating the functionality of [19] into our debugger and investigating what are representative instances for debugging in general is subject of our current investigations [7].

Commercial systems such as Altova’s Mapforce and Stylus Studio ship with integrated facilities for data exchange, but debug only at the “lower-level”; their debuggers are for the XSLT or XQuery language that is used to specify the exchange.

The problem of computing routes is similar in spirit to the problem of computing the provenance (or lineage) of data. There are two approaches for computing provenance. In the **eager** or **bookkeeping approach**, the transformation is re-engineered to keep extra information from the execution, in order to subsequently answer provenance related questions. In contrast, the transformation is not re-engineered in the **lazy approach**, where provenance is computed by examining only the transformation, and the source and target databases. There is existing research on both the lazy [8] and eager [4,9] approaches to computing provenance when the transformation is described as an SQL query. However, when the transformation is described as a schema mapping, only the eager approach for computing provenance has been studied [17]. Our work fills in the missing gap of using a lazy approach for computing the provenance of data when the transformation is specified by a schema mapping and we emphasize that this is a design choice, as we want our techniques to readily work on top of Clio or other data exchange systems that are based on a similar formalism for schema mappings. Apart from requiring the re-engineering the underlying data exchange system, we believe that type of provenance considered in [17] may be unsatisfactory in debugging schema mappings. In Scenario 1, for example, the system of [17] would enable Mary to learn that $t_1$ is witnessed by $d_1$ and a CardHolder tuple, but it does not indicate which CardHolder tuple!

Our route algorithms bear resemblance to sophisticated top-down resolution techniques [14,16,18] used in deductive databases. As our route algorithms, these approaches use memoization to avoid redundant computations and infinite loops. A fundamental difference, however, is that we make use of the target instance, which is available to us. In consequence, we may able to detect if a tuple has no routes early in the computation and achieve a scalable implementation. In contrast, the output of a deductive program is not available during resolution and the computation always continues down to the source tuples before deciding whether a tuple belongs to the output.

### 3. Our Approach

We propose the concept of a route that we use to drive a user’s understanding of a schema mapping. A route describes the relationship between source and target data with the schema mapping. Let $M$ be a schema mapping, $I$ be a source instance, $J$ be a solution for $I$ under $M$ and let $J_S$ be a set of selected target tuples. A route for $J_S$ with $M$, $I$ and $J$ is a finite non-empty sequence of satisfaction steps that demonstrates the existence of $J_S$ with the schema mapping and some source and target data. Intuitively each individual satisfaction step demonstrates how a dependency is satisfied with tuples in $I$ and $J$. For example, the route for the tuple $t_1$ illustrated in Figure 1C consists of a single satisfaction step which demonstrates, through the assignment $h$, how $d_1$ is satisfied with tuples from $I$ and $J$. Routes have declarative semantics, not tied to any procedural semantics associated with the transformation of data from the source to the target according to the schema mapping. Hence, our techniques can be easily deployed any data exchange system based on similar schema mappings formalisms.

We designed an algorithm (**ComputeAllRoutes**) for computing all routes for a given set of target tuples $J_S$ in $J$, where $J$ is a solution
for a source instance \( I \) under a fixed schema mapping \( M \). The input to \( \text{ComputeAllRoutes} \) consists of \( I, J \) and \( J_s \). Our algorithm works for any solution \( J \) for \( I \) under \( M \) and so, we are not limited to the solutions that are generated by a specific data exchange engine. Our algorithm constructs a route forest, in polynomial time in the size of the input, that concisely represents all routes for \( J_s \). In [6], we characterize what “all routes” means. More specifically, we show that every minimal route for a set of target tuples is, essentially, represented in this route forest. Intuitively, a minimal route for a set of target tuples is a route where none of its satisfaction steps can be removed and the result still forms a route for the set of target tuples.

The route forest constructed for the tuple \( t_2 \) in our example is schematically illustrated in Figure 1E. It embeds two routes for \( t_2 \): one of them is shown in Figure 1D, while the other demonstrates \( t_2 \) with \( d_1 \) and \( d_3 \). Intuitively, the construction of the route forest proceeds as follows. We first match each selected target tuple \( t \) in \( J_s \) against the right-hand side of the \( s \)-t and target dependencies. For each dependency \( d \) that can witness \( t \) and for each assignment that witnesses \( t \) with \( d \) and some tuples \( U \), we add to the route forest a branch from \( t \) to a compound node containing all the tuples \( U \). If \( d \) is a target dependency (i.e., \( U \) are target tuples), the computation proceeds recursively to expand each fact in \( U \). In other words, we continue by constructing the route forest for \( U \). Assignments that demonstrate \( t \) with \( d \) are obtained by posing two queries with appropriate selection predicates on \( I \) and \( J \) (or \( J \) only, if \( d \) is a target dependency), corresponding to the left-hand side and respectively the right-hand side of the dependency. The process repeats until all the target tuples encountered during the computation have been expanded.

The main challenge in designing \( \text{ComputeAllRoutes} \) was to avoid an exponential running time, as well as the trap of infinite loops, naturally arising in case of recursive schema mappings. Our algorithm terminates and produces a compact, polynomial size representation for all routes for \( J_s \), even thought there may be exponentially many routes for \( J_s \). In doing so, we ensure that every tuple \( t \) encountered during the construction of the route forest is expanded exactly once. Whenever \( t \) is subsequently encountered during the computation (in another position in the route forest), we add a reference to the position in the route forest where \( t \) was first encountered (and expanded). Thus, we avoid redundant computation and infinite loops and achieve a polynomial running time, as the number of possible tuple expansions is polynomial in the size of the input.

We have also designed an algorithm (\( \text{ComputeOneRoute} \)) that outputs one route for selected target tuples \( J_s \) in time polynomial in the size of the input. Our algorithm is a non-trivial adaptation of \( \text{ComputeAllRoutes} \) where we stop the computation after discovering the first route and it is sound and complete: it outputs one route for \( J_s \) if and only if there is a route for \( J_s \). Alternative routes can be retrieved by resuming the search from the point we last stopped.

Although not discussed here, we propose a similar notion of routes for selected source tuples (as opposed to target tuples), useful in identifying consequences of source data in the target. Algorithms for computing routes for source tuples are similar in spirit to our algorithms for computing routes for target tuples and are described in [2].

4. Results and Contributions

We have implemented our routes algorithms in the SPIDER schema mapping debugger [2], currently deployed on top of the Clio data exchange system [10]. Our implementation handles relational/XML to relational/XML data exchange although we have discussed only the relational-to-relational case in this paper. In this section we report on an empirical evaluation of the feasibility of our routes algorithms on both synthetic and real datasets. In the future, we would like to conduct a user-study in order to assess the effectiveness of our techniques in facilitating the process of debugging schema mappings.

**Empirical evaluation** We designed several synthetic data exchange scenarios based on the schema and dataset of the TPCH database benchmark [15], with the goal of measuring the influence of various parameters on the scalability of our algorithms. These parameters are: the size of source (and target) instances, the number of tuples selected by a user and the complexity of the schema mappings (i.e., the average number of joins between relations indicated in the left-hand side and respectively, the right-hand side of the dependencies). Details on the construction of our synthetic scenarios are in [6].

Figure 2A, illustrates the influence that the size of the input (i.e., the size of source and target instances, and the number of tuples for which a route needs to be computed) has on the performance of \( \text{ComputeOneRoute} \) in a fixed schema mapping. As expected, the performance degrades with an increase in the number of selected tuples, since in general, this increase translates into longer routes (i.e., more satisfaction steps are computed). The execution time also increases with the size of the source and target instances, since the time required to retrieve assignments from the database increases with the size of these instances. We have performed a similar suite of experiments with \( \text{ComputeAllRoutes} \) and observed similar trends. As expected, however, \( \text{ComputeAllRoutes} \) performs slower compared to \( \text{ComputeOneRoute} \), since it is exhaustive. Hence, even though we can compute all routes, the ability to compute one route fast and exploit the “debugging-time” of the user to generate alternative routes, as needed, is valuable. Figure 2B shows a comparison between the running times of the two algorithms when the source and target instances are of size 100MB and respectively, 600MB. (Note the logarithmic scale). For 5 tuples, one route is found in 2 seconds, while \( \text{ComputeAllRoutes} \) requires about 100 seconds to construct the route forest. We emphasize that our synthetic scenarios have been designed to stress our algorithms. We believe that a user is unlikely to select as many as 10 tuples, or use instances of hundreds of megabytes in debugging. In general, we
expect a user to be interested in a smaller number of tuples at any time and debug with small instances, cases in which both our algorithms perform well.

The running time of both algorithms also increases with an increase in the complexity of the schema mapping (graphs not shown). This is expected, since the number of “intermediate” tuples encountered in the process is larger and the queries that retrieve assignments to witness these tuples are more complex.

We have also experimented with two data exchange scenarios which we created based on complex real relational and XML schemas and datasets available on-line [6]. We computed (one or all) routes for one to ten randomly selected target facts in both scenarios. In all cases, the time required to find one route was under 3 seconds, while ComputeAllRoutes took at most 18 seconds to construct the routes forest.

Contributions We describe a data-driven, non-intrusive technique for debugging schema mappings in data exchange, centered around a novel notion of routes for selected source or target data. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first effort towards developing a full-fledged debugger for schema mappings. We designed two complete, polynomial time algorithms for computing all, and respectively one route for selected source or target data. Our experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of both algorithms under reasonable debugging conditions.
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